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National NAIDOC Week celebrations are held across Australia in the first week of July each year to celebrate 
and recognise the history, culture and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. NAIDOC 
Week is an opportunity for all Australians to learn about First Nations cultures and histories and participate in 
celebrations of the oldest, continuous living cultures on earth.  

1920-1930: Before the 1920s, Aboriginal rights groups boycotted Australia Day (26 January) in protest against 
the status and treatment of Indigenous Australians. By the 1920s, they were increasingly aware that the    
broader Australian public were largely ignorant of the boycotts. If the movement were to make progress, it 
would need to be active. Several organisations emerged to fill this role, particularly the Australian Aborigines 
Progressive Association (AAPA) in 1924 and the Australian Aborigines League (AAL) in 1932. Their efforts 
were largely overlooked, and due to police harassment, the AAPA abandoned their work in 1927. 

In 1935, William Cooper, founder of the AAL, drafted a petition to send to King George V, asking for special          
Aboriginal electorates in Federal Parliament. The Australian Government believed that the petition fell outside 
its constitutional responsibilities. 

1938: On Australia Day, 1938, protestors marched through the streets of Sydney, followed by a congress     
attended by over a thousand people. One of the first major civil rights gatherings in the world, it was known as 
the Day of Mourning. Following the congress, a deputation led by William Cooper presented Prime Minister 
Joseph Lyons with a proposed national policy for Aboriginal people. This was again rejected because the    
Government did not hold constitutional powers in relation to Aboriginal people. 

After the Day of Mourning, there was a growing feeling that it should be a regular event. In 1939 William 
Cooper wrote to the National Missionary Council of Australia to seek their assistance in supporting and         
promoting an annual event. 

1940-1955: From 1940 until 1955, the Day of Mourning was held annually on the Sunday before Australia Day 
and was known as Aborigines Day. In 1955 Aborigines Day was shifted to the first Sunday in July after it was 
decided the day should become not simply a protest day but also a celebration of Aboriginal culture. 

1956-1990: Major Aboriginal organisations, state and federal governments, and a number of church groups all 
supported the formation of, the National Aborigines Day Observance Committee (NADOC). At the same time, 
the second Sunday in July became a day of remembrance for Aboriginal people and their heritage. 

In 1972, the Department of Aboriginal Affairs was formed, as a major outcome of the 1967 referendum. 

In 1974, the NADOC committee was composed entirely of Aboriginal members for the first time. The following 
year, it was decided that the event should cover a week, from the first to second Sunday in July. 

In 1984, NADOC asked that National Aborigines Day be made a national public holiday, to help celebrate and      
recognise the rich cultural history that makes Australia unique. While this has not happened, other groups 
have    echoed the call. 

1991-Present: With a growing awareness of the distinct cultural histories of Aboriginal and Torres Strait       
Islander peoples, NADOC was expanded to recognise Torres Strait Islander people and culture. The           
committee then became known as the National Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance Committee 
(NAIDOC). This new name has become the title for the whole week, not just the day. Each year, a theme is 
chosen to reflect the important     issues and events for NAIDOC Week. 

During the mid-1990s, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) took over the             
management of NAIDOC until ATSIC was disbanded on 15 April 2004. Over the period from 2004 to 2005 
there were interim arrangements, with former Senator Aden Ridgeway chairing the Committee until 2008. 
Anne Martin and Ben Mitchell served as co-chairs of the National NAIDOC Committee from 2008 to 2018, 
when Patricia Thompson and John Paul Janke were elected the Co-Chairs. 

The National NAIDOC Committee has made key decisions on national celebrations each year and has         
representatives from most Australian states and territories. 

Information from www.naidoc.org.au/about/history 

 

2022 Theme: Get Up! Stand Up! Show Up! 
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How To Go Clutter Free: Tidying Tips For Busy People 

by Caroline Jones 

(648.5 JONE) 

Across the globe, billions of unused items sit in our homes 

taking up valuable physical and mental space. What would 

it feel like to clear your space, and life, of excess junk? 

Liberate yourself from domestic chaos, toxic relationship 

and a desk piled high with incomplete tasks. ‘How To Go 

Clutter Free’ will make you richer in space, time and      

money, and pave the way for a tidy, calm and happy life. 

Featuring 100 clear and simple decluttering tips, this      

hassle-free, easy guide will help you to: 

• Identify and ditch excess. 

• Create more space for the important things in life. 

• Tidy your home, mind and life. 

• Replace mess and confusion with calm and clarity. 

Top Walks in Australia by Melanie Ball (919.4 BALL) 

Australia is a paradise for bushwalkers. In this second edition 

of ‘Top Walks in Australia’, you can traverse every type of 

landscape from rocky deserts to the tropical coast, and    

craggy mountains to verdant rainforest.  

Experienced travel writer Melanie Ball has hiked every one of 

the 67 tracks, which she’s handpicked from every state and 

territory. Each walk is accompanied by vivid descriptions of 

what you’ll see along the way, other trail information, a       

detailed map and photographs. Featured are some of       

Australia’s most famous walks, such as the Larapinta Trail 

and Overland Track, as well as some lesser-known gems.  

There are tracks to suit walkers of every level, covering a 

range of distances, from walks that can be completed in just 

a few hours through to multi-day hikes if you are looking for a 

challenge. Melanie also offers a wealth of insider tips and 

safety advice, so strap on your hiking boots and be sure to 

take this guide in your backpack for you next walking          

adventure in Australia. 
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The Maid by Nita Prose (AF PROS) 

Molly the maid is all alone in the world. A nobody. 

She’s used to being invisible in her job at the           

Regency Grand Hotel, plumping pillows and wiping 

away the grim, dust and secrets of the guests      

passing through. She’s just a maid - why should      

anyone take notice? 

But Molly is thrown into the spotlight when she      

discovers an infamous guest, Me Black, very dead in 

his bed. This isn’t a mess that can be easily cleaned 

up. And as Molly becomes embroiled in the hunt for 

the truth, following the clues whispering in the        

hallways, she discovers a power she never knew was 

there. She’s just a maid - but what can she see that 

others overlook? 

Murder On The Red River by Marcie R. Rendon  

(AF REND) 

1970s, Red River Valley between North Dakota and    

Minnesota: Renee “Cash” Blackbear is 19 years old and 

tough as nails. She lives in Fargo, North Dakota, where 

she drives trucks for local farmers, drinks beer, plays 

pool, and helps solve criminal investigations through the 

power of her visions. She has one friend, Sheriff 

Wheaton, her guardian, who helped her out of the         

broken foster care system.  

One Saturday morning, Sheriff Wheaton is called to      

investigate a pile of rags in a field and finds the body of 

an Indian man. When Cash dreams about the dead 

man’s weathered house on the Red Lake Reservation, 

she knows that’s the place to start looking for answers. 

Together, Cash and Wheaton work to solve a murder 

that stretches across cultures in a rural community              

traumatized by racism, genocide and oppression. 
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Jonathan Kellerman 

Jonathan was born in New York City in 1949 and grew up in Los Angeles. He helped work his way 

through UCLA as an editorial cartoonist, columnist, editor and freelance musician. As a senior, at the age 

of 22, he won a Samuel Goldwyn Writing Award for fiction.  

Like his fictional protagonist, Alex Delaware, Jonathan received a Ph.D. in psychology at the age of 24, 

with a specialty in the treatment of children. He served internships in clinical psychology and pediatric 

psychology at Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles and was a post-doctoral HEW Fellow in Psychology 

and Human Development at CHLA. 

IN 1975, Jonathan was asked by the hospital to conduct research into the psychological effects of         

extreme isolation (plastic bubble units) on children with cancer, and to coordinate care for these kids and 

their families. The success of that venture led to the establishment, in 1977 of the Psychosocial Program, 

Division of Oncology, the first comprehensive approach to the emotional aspects of pediatric cancer      

anywhere in the world. Jonathan was asked to be founding director and, along with his team, published 

extensively in the area of behavioral medicine. Decades later, the program, under the tutelage of one of 

Jonathan’s former students, continues to break ground. 

Jonathan’s first published book was a medical text, ‘Psychological Aspects of Childhood Cancer’. One 

year later, came a book for parents, ‘Helping the fearful child’. 

In 1985, Jonathan’s first novel, ‘When the bough breaks’, was published to enormous critical and        

commercial success and became a New York Times bestseller. It was also produced as a TV movie and 

won the Edgar Allan Poe and Anthony Boucher Awards for Best First Novel. Since then, Jonathan has 

published a best-selling crime novel every year, and occasionally, two a year. In addition, he has written 

and illustrated two books for children and a nonfiction volume on childhood violence, ‘Savage 

Spawn’ (1999), as well as the illustrated art book, ‘With Strings Attached: the Art and Beauty of Vintage 

Guitars’. Though no longer active as a psychotherapist, he is a Clinical Professor of Pediatrics and       

Psychology at University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine. 

Jonathan is married to bestselling novelist Faye Kellerman and they have four children. 

Biography and image of author from www.jonathankellerman.com 



See posters in-house for more details 
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Monday 4th July 

MOVIE: Rumble 

91mins 

10:30am 

Rated PG: Mild themes and animated violence 

Age: 3yrs and up 

Free 

BYO snacks 

Monday 4th July 

MOVIE: Batman 

176mins 

1pm 

Rated M: Sustained threat, violence and coarse 

language 

Age: High school and up 

Free 

BYO snacks 

Tuesday 5th July 

SAND ART: SAFARI ANIMALS 

11am-11:35pm 

Kinder-Yr 6 

$3 per child / $7 family 

Wednesday 6th July 

WOODEN BIRD HOUSE 

10:30am-11:10am 

Kinder to Yr 6 

$3 child / $7 

family 

Monday 11th July 

WOODEN PHOTO PENCIL 

HOLDER 

11am-11:40am 

Kinder to Yr 6 

$3 child / $7 family 

Tuesday 12th July 

WOODEN FLOWER              

DIORAMA FRAMES 

3pm-3:40pm 

Kinder to Yr 6 

$3 child / $7 family 

Wednesday 13th July 

MOVIE: Pokemon Secrets of the Jungle 

100mins 

10:30am 

Kinder and up 

Free 

BYO Snacks 

Friday 14th July 

MOVIE: Fantastic Beasts the Secrets of 

Dumbledore 

142mins 

1pm 

High School and up 

Free 

BYO Snacks 

Tuesday 5th July 

SAND ART: RANGOLI DESIGN 

2:30pm-3:10pm 

10-16yrs old 

$3 child / $7 family 
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Helen 

Library Technician – Branch and Outreach 

Helen is responsible for the co-ordination and delivery of our home library service, which enables people 

who are house-bound to make use of the library’s collection of items.  

Helen is also responsible for the rotation of stock to our branch locations at Ashford, Delungra and       

Yetman, and can be seen providing activities for our patrons from the various Support Services in the 

Inverell area.  

The Mother Fault by Kate Mildenhall 

This book has appeal on many levels. There is the environmental             

commentary running strongly through the book which is thought provoking. 

There is the human element, as Mim struggles with being a mother and wife 

in the midst of difficult circumstances. Mim and other characters develop as 

the book progresses. There is also a strong storyline with a compelling      

thriller element that captures you. 

This is an unsettling and chilling book. It is set in Australia, in the near future. 

Climate change has and is still taking its toll, with many of the predictions 

that today’s scientists are telling us coming true. A dictatorial and controlling 

government is increasing and has imposed many limitations to freedom of 

choice. It is a novel set around Mim, a mother of two who finds herself       

opposing these forces.  

The writing style is simple to follow. There is a        

diverse yet small range of characters.  

It places you in Mim’s shoes. What would you do? 

In a situation of hard circumstances and conflicting     

interests many difficult decisions need to be made 

with little support. 

If you enjoy this you may enjoy ‘Handmaid’s Tale’ 

by Margaret Atwood. 

It is available in the printed form. It can also be 

downloaded as an ebook and audio books. 

It is a personally challenging and captivating read. 
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Inverell Friends of the Library 

Friends of the Library (FOL) are members of the 

community who recognise the importance of the   

library and wish to support its operations. 

Membership is open to any over 18 years old. 

 

The role of FOL 

• Promote library services.   

• Develop community support for the library. 

• Make presentations on behalf of the library to 

Government bodies. 

• Access non-government funding sources. 

• Provide practical assistance with  

         major library events and projects. 

 

Past success include  

• Provided bookcase display for Local History 

books. 

• Arranged cultural events including author    

visits, poetry nights and film screenings 

• Donated generous amounts of money        

towards library stock since inception 

• Enrich the cultural life of the community 

• Provide ongoing magazine subscriptions of 

popular titles. 

The FOL meet on the 2nd Wednesday of the 

month at 10am.  

Meetings are a great opportunity for the FOL to 

plan events, determine how they assist in library 

projects and receive a report on library news from 

the Manager, Library Services. Meetings are open 

to all who are interested.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information or to join the Friends of 

the Library please see the staff at the library or 

phone (02) 67288130.  
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Home Library Service 

Are you temporarily or  

permanently housebound? 

 

Every 3 weeks, library staff are able to deliver 

items of your choice to you. 

 

We have a wide range of items available, from 

books, music, DVD’s, magazines, large  print,     

talking books, mysteries, romance,  westerns and 

more.  

 

You might read very quickly and in large numbers, 

or perhaps you would just like a book or two handy 

for a bit of leisure reading. Maybe you would like to 

listen to some music or watch a DVD.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This service is perfect for the elderly who are       

unable to drive, those in aged care facilities, or if 

you have recently become house bound due to 

medical issues. If this service would be helpful for 

yourself or someone you know, please contact the 

library on (02) 67288139. 

 

Please Note: We can only provide Home Library 

Service to genuinely housebound people living 

within Inverell’s town limits. We are unable to      

deliver out of town.  

 

 

 

 

 
 



We have an online public access catalogue.  

Find your way to  www.inverell.nsw.gov.au  and click on the ‘Public Library’ tab. 

*Please note that your library card number starts with a Capital Letter "I" for Inverell.  

 

GETTING THE MOST OF THE CATALOGUE 

Requesting things on the Catalogue 

 Go to www.inverell.nsw.gov.au    

 Click on Public Library  - Click on Library Catalogue 

 Log in to your account with your borrower number and PIN (remember your borrower num-

ber starts with a capital I for Inverell). 

 Click on “Suggestions” in the top left of your screen. 

 Click on the type of request you would like to complete: Suggestion for Purchase (asking the 

library to buy an item for the library collection) or an Interlibrary Loan (asking the library to 

borrow an item from another library on your behalf). Fees apply for Interlibrary Loans.  

 Fill in as much information about the item as possible. 

 Select a location to collect the item 

 Click on the blue disk icon. 

 You will receive a message on screen when your request has been submitted 

Some requests may take some time to fulfill.  If you need an item within a certain timeframe, 

please speak directly to staff before submitting your request. You will be notified as soon as 

possible when your item becomes available. 

Recycle Batteries @ Your Library 

Batteries should never be put in your household recycling 
or garbage bin. Australia has a national recycling scheme 
for batteries with thousands of recycling locations        
available across the country.  

The library has special collection bin where you can drop 
off most batteries to be recycled properly.  

The bin is located in the foyer and can be accessed during 
our opening hours. 


